Abstract-The major objective of this research was to investigate the operation of a digital wideband receiver. In particular, this study will examine an inputs' model, which consists of a combination of several simultaneously existing harmonic signals. The receiver represents a multichannel device with parallel operation of channels in the subsampling mode. The case of different channels' sampling frequencies is assumed. After the downsampling, in all the channels an analog-to-digital conversion is performed. The results are used to restore the frequencies of the input multi-component signal. The model of signal conversion in the proposed receiver is presented, as well as the results of numerical simulation of its operation. To be more exact, the following aspects are found out: determining of the input signals' frequencies with multiple (up to 6) channels in parallel, and several -up to 5 simultaneously present receiver input frequencies with subsampling from up to 11-th Nyquist zone.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital spectrum analyzers represent commonly used RF measurement devices both for laboratory prototyping, and for serial production of electronic equipment. They are characterized by a wide working frequency band, high frequency resolution, low level of intrinsic phase noise, and a wide dynamic range. In addition, modern digital spectrum analyzers can operate in real-time mode. The instantaneous frequency bandwidth can reach up to several hundreds of megahertz [1] .
The block diagram of a spectrum analyzer is shown in Figure 1 [2, 3] . The standard function symbols were used on the diagram. The bandwidth limitation of the instantaneous spectrum analysis is caused by the following:
1. Intermediate frequency (IF) filter bandwidth; 2. Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) bandwidth; 3. Digital signal processing (DSP) unit performances.
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the wide working frequency range is provided by the sequential frequency YIG oscillator sweep. At any time the spectrum analyzer is tuned to a certain part of the wide working frequency band. The analog-to-digital converter operates using selected Nyquist zone. The information about the spectrum is sequentially displayed on the screen. Thus, the conventional spectrum analyzer cannot provide the signal analysis with the instantaneous bandwidth greater than intermediate frequency filter bandwidth. The subsampling method might represents a groundbreaking alternative to the spectrum analysis "standard" approach shown in Fig. 1 . This turns out to be a special case of discretization. Namely, the frequency of taking temporary samples in an analog-digital converter is much less than the frequency determined according to the Kotelnikov-Nyquist theorem. To the author's knowledge, the subsampling was applied in order to expand the working frequency range and to increase the performance of the frequency counter in the 1980s [5] . As will be shown later, the subsampling allows not only to expand operating frequency range, but also to increase the instantaneous bandwidth of analyzed signal.
II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
Let's consider a model of multichannel receiver. Its block diagram is presented in Figure 2 . For example, the number of channels N taken here, equals 6. Each channel has its own sampling frequency FS,n, and its ADC (not shown in Fig. 2 ) works with this frequency FS,n.. Data from ADC come to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) blocks. The results of FFT come to the common Solver block (Digital signal processor). It parses FFT blocks' frequency responses (the responses selection criterion is they exceeding a threshold level) and restores the frequencies of the original input signal.
We modeled an input multi-component signal s(t) as a sum of some sin(..) functions. It should be noted here, that for subsampling processes' modeling it is more convenient to present the input signal in discretized form as si(t). In this case, the expression for si(t) can be written as follows:
where Aj -amplitude of j-th component (here we assume, that Aj = A), fj -frequency of j-th component; ti -time discretization sequence, M -total number of sin(..) components. In order to simplify a numerical simulation of the receiver, we carry out it with reference to specific (low) sampling frequencies FS,n.. We choose FS,n equal to 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 Hz for 6 receiver channels (receiver channels 1..6 respectively). However, we consider the obtained results can be easily transferred (scaled) to case, when the receiver has to work with high sampling frequencies.
The "initial" sampling frequency FS for input signal si(t) is chosen so, that it is the least common multiple for the selected sampling frequencies FS,n as shown in Table 1 . As a result, the obtained value for FS is 60060 Hz. With such an "initial" sampling rate, the downsampled data in each of the receiver channels are obtained in a simple way. For downsampling the puncturing of the original series si(t) with an integer decimation coefficient is performed. In Figure 2 the input signal si(t) passes through the power divider and it is decimated with a fixed coefficient (see Table 1 ) afterwards. The decimation blocks perform (imitate) an aliasing effect, which is unavoidable for work in a subsampling mode. Afterwards, the signals come to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) blocks. In our modeling FFT data size is NFFT = 128. We model work of FFT blocks on data with rectangular form window function. In order to accumulate the desired data size, the generated input signal si(t) has 768 768 samples at FS = 60060 Hz, which corresponds to total signal time duration of 12.8 s. Figure 3 shows the first 20 000 samples of generated signal si(t), which presents the sum of 6 sine components with frequencies fj = {17; 18; 23; 35; 41; 53} Hz. The receiver input signal si(t) generation, channels' subsampling modeling and channels' FFT analyses were performed using MATLAB.
As examples in Figure 4 one can see signals si1(t) -si6(t) on decimation blocks' outputs presented in time domain. The FFT blocks' spectrograms of 6 receiver channels are shown in Figure 5 . We have to remember that all input signal frequencies are transformed to the first Nyquist zone, the upper bound of which is determined by channels' sampling rate FS,n, see Table 1 . From spectrograms we can give the following conclusions:
• Original values of sine frequency components fj = {17; 18; 23; 35; 41; 53} Hz are transformed to first Nyquist zone. The transformed values are specific to each of receiver channels.
• The FFT blocks' observed frequency responses have different amplitudes. This is due to used integer values as for sampling frequencies FS,n,, so for input sine frequency components fj. In this case sine frequencies' components can interfere with one another after subsampling.
III. FREQUENCY VALUES RECOVERY ALGORITHM
According to Figure 2 , the data from FFT blocks come to the Solver inputs. Its task is to restore the spectral composition in original signal from the totality of the spectra of the decimated signal in each of the receiver channels. As a result of mathematical transformations, it is possible to obtain a set of initial sine frequencies fj = {17; 18; 23; 35; 41; 53} Hz. A more detailed description of the frequency recovery algorithm is given in [6, 7] .
IV. CONCLUSION The possibility of reconstructing the spectral composition of a complex multi-component input signal in wide frequency bandwidth is postulated. It is asserted in the model based on the multi-channel receiver with subsampling. Remarkably, the application of this method allows to simplify significantly the structure of the receiver. The receiver implements a method for measuring input signal frequencies in several parallel channels. These channels' spectral data are processed jointly in a digital processor. The results of numerical simulation with representations of signals in the time and frequency domains are presented. The analysis has been carried out on the basis of simplified models of the input multi-component (6 simultaneously present sine functions) radiosignal and a digital multichannel (6 parallel channels) receiver.
